
Personalization at scale means intuitive sales, excellent customer 
experiences, and marketing ROI attribution that extends from online 
channels to the phone and on to anywhere in the world you do business. 
Retreaver finally makes it possible.

WE BRING PHONE CALLS BACK 
INTO THE MARKETING MIX.

WWW.RETREAVER.COM
@HELLORETREAVER



RETAIN CUSTOMERS.
DRIVE CONVERSIONS.
Retreaver collapses the distance between customer need and conversion. Our 
innovative tagging technology is the first of its kind to collect information while 
travelling with customers across multiple channels and platforms. Approach every 
call with 20/20 vision of the immediate context and circumstances that triggered it. 
After the call, get precision-based reporting, measurement and analysis of perfor-
mance metrics across agents and . 

Retreaver turns the big data of customer interactions at scale into exportable, 
ready-to-use information. We make happy customers. 

FEATURES

Landing Page Display
Number Pools
Ring Groups
Business Hours
Multilingual Support
Interactive Voice Response

International Numbers
Sub-Affiliate Tracking
SIP/VOIP Support
Affiliate Network Integration
Analytics Integration
AdWords Integration

Retreaver uses dynamic phone numbers to create an information highway, where 
each customer gets their own lane. Our global solution instantly packages and 
delivers in-depth data about the details and motivations of each customer 
coming from websites, SMS, social media, and more. 

Age 46
Bellevue, WA
User ID ACC-84454
Wants a new device

Did you know 
about our current 
family devices 
promotion?

CONTACT US
Toronto, Canada
phone: (866) 898-7878
support: support@retreaver.com
sales: sales@retreaver.com

Retreaver enables everyone from internal sales and customer support staff to international 
call centers to approach each customer not only with static data but with dynamic context. 
Know what your customers wanted immediately before they called. 

We solve the friction between customers calls and enterprise infrastructure through an 
invisible and lightweight solution. Agents around the world? No problem. Selling hundreds of 
different products and plans? We’ve got you covered. Using dozens of different channels for 
programmatic ad buying across thousands of sites? All the more reason to get Retreaver. 

Don’t rule out the power of personalized phone interactions - Retreaver makes it easy.
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WHAT ARE YOU, PSYCHIC?


